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We help organisations determine the best
asset recovery and disposition strategy
for their business. Ensuring they can
successfully realise the potential value
of aging and unwanted equipment in a
secure and environmentally responsible way.

We intelligently repurpose IT equipment or assets that are unused or no longer
required, preserving resources and increasing ROI on your IT hardware
investments.
By adopting a proactive approach to optimising the IT lifecycle, you’ll be to generate a positive return from
excess or obsolete inventory and maximise the usable life of retired equipment.

Our service enables you to:
• Unlock potential value - from ageing equipment and surplus assets in a compliant way
• Realise resale proceeds - that can be used to fund future transformation projects or new
inventory purchases

• Pursue an environmental sustainability strategy - by remarketing used equipment in an
accountable way

• Improve space utilisation - by minimising the need to store redundant assets

Why work with Bell Integration?
Identity theft, standards compliance, data security and environmental liability are increasingly a top
concern for today’s businesses. Our Asset Resale service makes it easy to audit, process and resell IT
equipment and devices in a highly robust, secure, and compliant manner.

Our end-to-end process takes care of all
logistics and IT asset resale procedures.
Freeing you to focus on other priorities.
Featuring Certificates of Destruction, detailed settlement reports and supporting documentation for all
disposed and data wiped equipment, our service ensures you can demonstrate compliance with relevant
information security standards and WEEE requirements.

Our end-to-end service provides:

Onsite Discovery - We undertake a full site survey and equipment audit and
assess assets to see if they’re still usable, repairable or could be resold. That
includes identifying where assets could be dismantled and parts or components
recovered for reuse or sale.

Secure Logistics and Processes - We offer a secure de-installation and
collection service, together with on or off-site data sanitation/hard drive wiping
(featuring Blancco data erasure/destruction). All IT assets are then processed at
our ADISA (Distinction) approved facility.

Sustainable Resale or Donation - Working closely with you, we can
structure a process that enables you to promote sustainability initiatives and
generate resale value from an extensive range of IT infrastructure assets
including servers, network devices, storage and end user devices. Alternatively,
we can donate your recycled IT equipment to a charity of your choosing.

Fully Documented - You’ll gain detailed settlement reports, including
Certificates of Destruction and supporting documentation for all disposed and
Blancco data wiped equipment. All of which provides a fully auditable historic
record for every asset that is destroyed, resold, or recycled that demonstrates
compliance with industry and statutory regulations.

Fully Compliant - Systems and assets with no value are recycled in adherence
with local regulatory guidelines such as EPA and WEEE.

We can help you recoup the residual value of your old assets,
in a sustainable and compliant way.

Contact us
From offices in London, Portsmouth, Wokingham, Krakow, Hyderabad and Singapore,
we work with local and global customers across Europe and Asia-Pacific to streamline
every aspect of their IT management strategies to maximise efficiencies and increase
their ROI, year on year.

See how Bell Integration can help your business succeed.
Please contact us on marketing@bell-integration.com or visit
www.bell-integration.com
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